In this paper we discuss how cognitive attitudes like beliefs, obligations, intentions and desires can be represented as components with input/output functionality. We study how to break down an agent specification into a specification of individual components and a specification of their coordination. A typical property discussed at the individual component specification level is whether the input is included in the output, and a typical property discussed at the coordination level is whether beliefs override desires to ensure realism. At the individual level we show how proof rules of so-called input/output logics correspond to properties of functionality descriptions, and at the coordination level we show how global constraints coordinating the components formalize coherence properties.
Introduction
The structured approach to the specification of agent systems based on a notion of compositional architecture has been called compositional design, and an example of a compositional design method is the DEsign and Specification of Interacting REasoning components (DESIRE) developed by Treur and collegues [7] . The reasoning process is structured according to a number of reasoning components that interact with each other. Components may or may not be composed of other components, where components that cannot be decomposed are called primitive components. The functioning of the overall agent system is based on the functionality of these primitive components plus the composition relation that coordinates their interaction. Specification of a composition relation may involve, for example, the possibilities for information exchange among components and the control that activates the components. The functionality of a (primitive) reasoning component within a compositional architecture can be described by Treur's functionality descriptions [33] . Typical properties are whether the input of a component is included in its output, or whether it supports reasoning by cases.
Our research question is how to represent cognitive attitudes with components such that an agent specification is broken down into a specification of individual components and the specification of their coordination (following a divide and conquer strategy). In this paper we relate properties of Treur's functionality descriptions to the validity of proof rules in Makinson and van der Torre's input/output logics [25, 26] . These logics have been developed as a general theory of propositional input/output operations as processes resembling inference, but where input propositions are not in general included among outputs, and the operation is not in any way reversible. We show that an input/output logic, characterized by a set of proof rules, specifies the input/output behavior of reasoning components as described by the functionality descriptions of those components. Functionality descriptions can be specified in input/output logic, thus enabling a logical specification of reasoning components. The correspondence between Treur's functionality descriptions and the input/output logics relates functionality descriptions to cognitive agent architectures, because, according to Makinson and van der Torre, examples of the input/output operations they study "arise in contexts of conditional obligations, goals, ideals, preferences, actions, and beliefs" [25] .
We also study the coordination of components that represent cognitive attitudes. The coherence among cognitive components can be described by various kinds of coordination principles. For example, it may make sense for belief sets to include the observations, but it makes less sense for obligation or desire sets to include the beliefs. You may desire to go to the dentist and believe that going to the dentist implies pain, but this does not imply the desire for pain [6] . Other coordination principles are encoded in the overall conflict resolution strategy in the architecture's control specification. A typical property is realism, which has been formalized as the overriding of desires by beliefs [32, 9] .
Our motivation to study how cognitive attitudes can be allocated in an agent architecture is to give formal foundations for several agent architectures such as Castelfranchi et al. ' s deliberative normative agent architecture [11] and Broersen et al. ' s BOID architecture [8] . The BOID architecture extends Thomason's BDP logic [32] , based on a planning component and a conflict resolution component for conditional beliefs and desires, with conditional obligations and prior intentions, borrowed from respectively deontic action programs [17] and BDI systems [12, 27] .
The layout of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the design of component-based agents, with the BOID agent as an example. In Section 3 we consider the specification of individual components, and in Section 4 we consider the coordination of the components.
Designing component-based agents
In the study of architectures for autonomous agents, cognitive attitudes have been represented as components. A typical example of this allocation is the BOID architecture [8] , which contains components outputting beliefs (B), obligations (O), intentions (I) and desires (D) . In this section we discuss how to design a component-based BOID agent. Design problems are iteratively replaced by a number of smaller design problems together with the problem of how the solutions are composed based on coordination principles, which leads to a transparent structure of the design and to support for reuse and maintainability of components and generic models. Figure 1 visualizes the general goal-based agent architecture studied in [14] , that consists of a goal generation and a plan generation component. The agent can be seen as a black box with observations (obs) as input and intended plans or actions as output. As usual, the agent is assumed to sense the environment by detectors and execute actions by effectors. The design problem of the agent is now reformulated as designing the goal generation component, the plan generation component, and their coordination. This design suggests sequential composition, which may or may not be possible for a specific problem or agent. We therefore do not restrict ourselves to sequential composition, and also allow for other compositional relations. Moreover, Figure 2 visualizes the goal generation component studied in [8, 9] , which contains the four components beliefs (B), obligations (O), intentions (I), and desires (D). The design problem of the goal generation module decomposes into the problem of how to model the input/output behavior of the agent's cognitive attitudes, and the problem of their interaction. Again we do not restrict ourselves to sequential composition. This is visualized by feedback loops, which have subtle implications. Finally, these four cognitive components are primitive components, because they are not further broken down. We could have further distinguished among distinct types of beliefs, distinct types of obligations, etc. The components can be implemented in a variety of ways. For example, the belief component may maximize cross entropy or apply AGM belief revision [3] , and its output may be a probability distribution, a set of them, plausibility measures, a belief set, etc. In a logic-based goal generation component like the BOID architecture, the input (the observations) and the output (the goals) are sets of logical formulas. The behavior of each component as well as the interaction among the components are described as follows.
Component specification. Each component can be described by (or may even consist of) a set of rules -pairs of logical formulas -and the input and the output of each component are sets of formulas. For example, the belief component may be described by the set of rules { → rain, rain → wet} representing the beliefs that 'it rains' and 'if it rains, then streets are wet'. The belief component outputs {rain} without any input (empty observation, ∅) and it outputs {rain, wet} if it receives {rain} as input. In the BOID architecture, the output of a BOID component is its input together with the body of applicable rules.
Component coordination specification. At any point in time, the feedback connections guarantee that the components can receive outputs, which are generated so far, in order to generate new outputs. For example, in Figure 2 , there is a feedback connection from the output interface of the belief component to its input interface guaranteeing that the output of the belief component is used to generate new belief outputs. Similarly, the output interface of O, I, and D components are connected to the input interface of the B component by feedback connections. The outputs of O, I, and D components are sent back to the belief component through these feedback connections.
A tool for the design of individual components is Treur's so-called functionality description [33] , described in more detail in Section 3, which according to Treur is independent of the component's specific internal knowledge representation, inference relations or implementation. The component's internal structure can be changed as long as its functionality remains the same. In this way a functionality description not only obtains a clear and well-defined analysis of the component's behavior, but it also supports reusability and maintainability, as well as information hiding.
A typical example of a phenomenon which can be defined on the individual component level as well as on the composition level is the resolution of conflicts. It is well known from the work on BDI agents that the type of an agent determines its behavior, we can thus refer to it as an abstract behavior type [4] . The agent type is governed by the specific way it handles the rational balance among its cognitive attitudes such as beliefs, obligations, intentions and desires. For example, the type of an agent determines how it resolves conflicts within and among its cognitive attitudes. In the BOID architecture the rational balance such as resolving conflict among cognitive attitudes is determined based on the properties of their architectures which are in turn defined in terms of data representation and a reasoning mechanism. Two types of conflicts can be distinguished in the goal generation component in Figure 2 .
Component specification: conflicts within a component. Conflicts and their resolutions are analyzed within the component itself and therefore not visible from the outside of the components. The conflict resolution behavior within a component can be specified in terms of properties of functionality descriptions, i.e., properties of input/output behavior of the component.
Component coordination specification: conflicts among components. Conflicts can be formalized as conflicts among outcomes of functionality descriptions. These conflicts are addressed in the possibly dynamic composition relation. There are six total orders, the number in which the three letters O/I/D can be ordered, which expresses that:
• The agents are realistic and the belief therefore overrides all other mental attitudes.
• Intentions may override desires and obligations (stable agents), or the other way around (unstable agents).
• Desires may override obligations (selfish), or the other way around (social).
Besides the six total orders there are also many partial orders, in which for example there is no general preference of desires over obligations or vice versa.
For further information on the BOID project see the BOID's home page [5] .
Individual component specification
In Section 3.1 we discuss the use of functionality descriptions in compositional design to formalize the functionality of a primitive component within a compositional architecture, and in Section 3.2 we relate this notion to proof rules of input/output logics.
Functionality descriptions . . .
As part of the foundations of compositional architectures the notion of functionality description has been introduced in [33] . A functionality description is the set of input/output combinations provided by the component, that
• gives a semantical description of the reasoning that provides conclusions 'for the outside' -for other components outside the reasoning component -as output, but at the same time uses information 'from the outside' as input. In this sense we can say that such functionality describes the interactive role of a given component.
• may be seen as a declarative description, in the sense that a functionality description abstracts from the dynamic aspects of the component's reasoning process.
It only describes what facts can be derived in a given situation, and not at what time and in which order specific facts actually are derived.
The remainder of this section repeats some definitions of [33] . The signature is based on a distinction between input, intermediate and output signature, which are all assumed to be finite. The semantics is based on partial models. Reasoning components are able to draw partial conclusions if a partial input information state is given. Therefore the formal description of the declarative functionality of a component also treats partiality of information both at the input side and the output side of the component. An important notion is that a model can refine another model of the same signature, which means that if the less refined model assigns true or false to propositions the more refined model assigns the same truth value to those propositions, but when the less refined model assigns unknown to propositions, the more refined model may assign true or false. This notion is used to define the greatest common information state, which may be seen as the maximal information on which all members of the set of information states agree. The greatest common information state of the set of information states gci(V ) can be constructed as follows: for any atom a on which all members of V agree, take this truth value, and if the members of V disagree, take the truth value u. We have now given the necessary machinery to define functionality descriptions. Treur also defines additional properties of functionality descriptions, such as regularity, which we do not discuss in this paper.
Definition 4 ([33]
, Def. 4.1.) Suppose a signature Σ is given, a non-empty set of complete input models W in for Σ, and a mapping α : P in → P , where P in = P (W in ) and P is the set of partial models for Σ. 
The mapping α is called conservative if for all
A partial model can be represented by a finite set of propositional literals, and therefore by a propositional formula. In this representation, the refinement relation represents propositional derivability. For example, a complete model that assigns true (1) to a and false (0) to b refines a partial model that assigns unknown (u) to a and false (0) to b, because a ∧ ¬b logically implies ¬b.
Moreover, in this interpretation we can interpret α as a kind of logical consequence operator. However, it is a consequence operator of an unusual kind, as α does not satisfy the Tarskian properties. For example, α is not necessarily conservative and the associated consequence relation therefore does not necessarily satisfy identity. In the following section we therefore relate functionality descriptions to input/output logic, as this logic does not necessarily satisfy the identity rule either.
. . . and input/output logics
Input/output logic (IOL) [25, 26] is a theory of input/output operations resembling inference, but where input propositions are not in general included among outputs, and the operation is not in any way reversible. Makinson and van der Torre write out instead of output, but we write output to avoid confusion with Treur's notion of out. Moreover, Makinson and van der Torre define input and output of their operations as arbitrary formulas, but to represent the functionality descriptions, here we restrict ourselves to conjunctions of sets of literals. To facilitate the semantics of the output operations Makinson and van der Torre extend the generating set G with ( , ) such that it is never empty. Since we do not consider semantics of input/output logics in this paper we also do not consider this borderline case. • output 1 : SI+AND+WO (simple-minded output)
Definition 5 (Input/output logic) [25] Let L be the fragment of propositional logic that contains all conjunctions of literals, derivability in L, G be a set of pairs of conjunctions of propositional literals
{(a 1 , x 1 ), . . . , (a n , x n )}, read as 'if input a 1 then output x 1 ',
etc., and consider the following proof rules strengthening of the input (SI), weakening of the output (WO), conjunction for the output (AND), disjunction of the input (OR), cumulative transitivity (CT), transitivity (TRANS) and identity (Id) defined as follows:
• output 2 : SI+AND+WO+OR (basic output)
• output 3 : SI+AND+WO+CT (simple-minded reusable output)
• output 4 : SI+AND+WO+OR+CT (basic reusable output)
• out
Moreover, a mapping from propositions to propositions is defined indirectly by
To relate the functionality description with input/output logic, we assume that if N = α(M ), then M is a description of the input, and N is a complete description of the output. We ignore the fact that functionality descriptions have been restricted to a set of complete input models called a domain descriptions W in . 
The input/output relation associated with α is defined as follows.
a mapping from propositions to propositions is defined indirectly by
The output α operation is an input/output relation closed under the two rules AND and WO. It can be interpreted as a non-monotonic weakening of Makinson and van der Torre's input/output logics, as compared to their systems the closure operator does not satisfy strengthening of the input.
Theorem 1 We have
1. output α satisfies AND and WO. 3 The extension of the results below for a given domain description is straightforward.
For any input/output operation satisfying AND and WO, there is a functionality description α such that this input/output operation is identical to output α .

Proof. (sketch). 1. Follows from Definition 6 where "τ (N )
x" defines output as logically closed set. 2. follows from lack of properties of α, and can be proven by construction: assume an arbitrary output relation, and construct α.
Before we present our main theorem, we first relate the refinement relation on partial models to propositional derivability. For conservative, monotone and well-founded, we only need the simple properties of Lemma 1.
Lemma 1
We have:
Proof. Follows directly from the definition of τ in Definition 6.
For the property of well-informed we need an inductive argument, because it is based on the greatest common information state of a set of models.
Lemma 2
We have
Proof. (sketch). 1. and 2. follow directly from the definitions. Item 3. follows from fact that ≤ is a semi-lattice, and gci is the infimum 4 of this semi-lattice.
We now relate the four properties of functionality descriptions to proof rules of input/output logic. There is one final complication. Functionality descriptions are only defined on partial models. Consequently, output α is only defined for consistent formulas, that is, sets of literals that do not contain a propositional atom and its negation. 
α is self-bounded iff output α satisfies transitivity (T RAN S).
α is well-informed iff output α satisfies the strengthening of the input (SI) and the disjunction rule (OR) for input formulas.
Proof.
Let L and L in be set of propositional formulae as defined in Def. 6.
1. α is conservative iff output α satisfies identity (Id) for consistent input formulas.
2. α is monotonic iff output α satisfies strengthening of the input (SI) for consistent input formulas.
4. α is well-informed iff output α satisfies the following two rules. First it satisfies the strengthening of the input (SI) for out formulas.
Secondly it satisfies the disjunction rule (OR) for input formulas.
Finally we relate functionality description α to the set of generators G, that is, we define a mapping π from functionality descriptions to sets of generators such that output α = output(π(α)). In the general case, we can simply define
}, but for functionality descriptions satisfying additional properties, more concise representations for the set of generators can be given.
The logical characterization of the properties of functionality descriptions suggests various other properties of functionality descriptions which can be studied. For example, a notion of well-informed can be defined as simply the validity of the OR rule, and a notion of self-boundedness can be defined using CT instead of Trans. Moreover, the logical characterization may be used to extend the notion of functionality description to more expressive languages, for example languages that include disjunction. We do not further consider these issues in this paper.
Summarizing, Theorem 2 relates compositional design to cognitive attitudes, in the sense that typical examples of input/output processes studied in input/output logic arise in contexts of conditional beliefs, obligations, goals, ideals, preferences, and actions. This is relevant for the application of compositional design of agent architectures such as the BOID architecture considered in this paper. The major issue for further research for the foundations of compositional architectures is the logical analysis of the interaction of input/output components [22] , such as the distinction between object and meta level interactions (for which hierarchical logics may be used) and feedback loops among components (for which generalized self-boundedness or generalized CT rules may be used). A first step towards such issues is discussed in the following section.
Coordination of components
In this section we discuss the coordination of components. In Section 4.1 we discuss how functionality descriptions of individual components can be combined, and in Section 4.2 we discuss their formalization in logic.
Composition relations . . .
Functionality descriptions can be combined by composing functions in the usual way. For example, consider the goal-based agent in Figure 1 
Moreover, consider the more complex example of the goal generation component in Figure 2 . As a first naive approximation, any subset of the four components can be applied in any order, i.e.
This is obviously too strong, but in another sense, it is also too weak. A first reason for calling this composition too strong, is that it connects every component to every other component. This is not in accordance with, for instance, the architecture as shown in Figure 2 ; the input of the belief component contains the observations as well as the output of the obligation, intention and desire components. Moreover, the output of the belief component is itself connected to the input of the obligation, intention and desire component. As explained in Section 2, this means that the motivational attitudes induce new beliefs, and that the beliefs may induce new motivational attitudes, respectively. Which beliefs and motivational attitudes are derived depends on the rules and the properties of the components, i.e., on their input/output logic. The behavior of the BOID component depends on rules of the individual components, properties of the individual components (i.e., their input/output logic), and the links among components (which are assumed to be fixed as in Figure 2 ). The most interesting property is the identity or ID rule, which states that the input is included in the output. For some components this may lead to desired results, but for other components this leads to counterintuitive results. For example, in the BOID architecture it may make sense for beliefs to include the observations, but it makes less sense for obligations or desires to include the beliefs. You may desire to go to the dentist and believe that going to the dentist implies pain, but this does not imply the desire for pain [6] . We can implement these differences in input-output behavior simply by accepting the identity rule for the belief component and not for the obligation, intention and desire components.
A second reason for calling the composition too strong, is that it neglects the control loop, and in particular the conflict resolution mechanisms. For example, Thomason [32] argues that beliefs should override desires with the following example. If you think it is going to rain and you believe that if it rains, you will get wet, and you would not like to get wet, then you have to conclude that you get wet. Beliefs should therefore prevail in conflicts with desires. This issue is further discussed in the following section.
But, the composition is also too weak, since it does not take complex mechanisms like feedback loops and reasoning by cases into account. These are exactly the properties already discussed in Section 3 of self-boundedness and well informedness, i.e., of the cumulative transitivity (CT) and disjunction (OR) rule! The CT rule, or its variant the transitivity (TRANS) rule, is valid within the belief component (rules can be applied one after the other) and it is valid among the components via the feedback loops. The OR rule states that the component satisfies reasoning by cases. For example, suppose there are two belief rules:
• If a, then the agent believes x;
• If ¬a, then the agent believes x.
Can we conclude that the agent believes x if there are no observations? We can if the agent's belief component supports reasoning by cases. It is usually considered to be a reasonable conclusion, but it is seldom implemented due to the complexity of generating cases. More complex variants of this reasoning scheme among components are, e.g., the following two rules:
• If a, then the agent desires x;
• If ¬a, then the agent is obliged x.
Can we conclude that the agent is motivated for x if there are no observations or beliefs? Only if the agent's control loop supports reasoning by cases.
. . . and global constraints
The general approach we advocate to combine functionality specifications is:
1. to define a very general composition that allows all possible behaviors of the system such that it is not too weak, and thereafter 2. add constraints on this composition such that it is not too strong.
The first step of this approach is usually straightforward (e.g., introduce some operators for iteration) but the second may involve many different techniques. For example, a constraint that can be added on the composition is the realism constraint. One way to express this constraint is to construct a conflict resolution mechanism in which beliefs override desires, such as the mechanisms proposed in Thomason's BDP logic [32] and in Broersen et.al.'s BOID architecture [8] . An alternative, more general and more insightful approach is to formulate the intuition as a property of the functional agent description, i.e., as the relation between observations and extensions [9] . Consider the following conflict:
1. The agent believes the car will be sold 2. The agent believes the car will not be sold
The agent does not know what to believe: it is confused. Alternatively, the agent has two incompatible belief sets, one which argues that the car will be sold, and another which argues that the car will not be sold. Confusion can be formalized as an inconsistent belief set, whereas multiple belief states can be formalized by multiple extensions in for example Reiter's default logic. In this paper we follow the latter approach. Moreover, consider the following conflict:
1. The agent desires the car to be sold 2. The agent desires the car not to be sold
The agent has two conflicting desires, which may both become candidate goals. We call this an internal desire conflict. In this paper we assume that also a conflict among desires leads to multiple extensions. Finally, consider the following conflict:
1. The agent believes the car will be sold 2. The agent desires the car not to be sold The agent's desire conflicts with its belief. Such mixed conflicts can be interpreted in various ways. One way, which we adopt in this paper, is due to Thomason [32] . He argues that it is unrealistic to allow the agent's desire to become a goal when it conflicts with its beliefs, and that therefore beliefs should override desires, with the following example. If the agent believes it is raining and it believes that if it rains, it will get wet, and it desires not to get wet, then the agent cannot pursue the goal of not getting wet. This example shows that it is unrealistic (i.e., it allows for wishful thinking) to allow the desire of not getting wet to become a goal. Thus, beliefs prevail in conflicts with desires. Thomason's interpretation can be contrasted with the following example:
1. The agent believes the fence is white 2. The agent desires the fence to be green In this example the agent can see to it that the fence becomes green by painting it, so pursuing the goal that the fence is green is not wishful thinking. The difference between this example and the previous one is that this is not a conflict due to implicit temporal references. The belief implicitly refers to the present whereas the desire refers to the future:
1. The agent believes the fence is white now
The agent desires the fence to be green in the future
In this paper we only use abstract examples in which we do not give an interpretation for the propositional atoms. If there is a conflict between a belief and a desire, then there always is a real conflict (as in the car selling example), never an apparent conflict (as in the fence example) that can be solved by considering time. We also do not discuss the kind of revision or updating involved in the fence example.
An intriguing question is how to resolve conflicts among beliefs and desires, in case more than two rules are involved. Consider the example in Figure 3 . 
If q, then the agent believes ¬r
In the sequel we give some definitions to determine whether it is realistic to desire q or r.
We introduce two properties that characterize realistic desires. They are not restricted to one particular logic or architecture, but they can be applied to any extensionbased approach.
The agent is characterized by a function, which we denote by ∆, from so-called BD theories (sets of belief and desire rules) to extensions (logically closed sets of propositional sentences). This terminology is inspired by Reiter's default logic [30] . However, for now we do not assume any further properties on the relation between BD theories and their extensions. For example, we do not assume that observations are included in the extensions. In this sense the phrase 'extension' may be slightly misleading.
Definition 7 (Agent, BD theory, extension) A BD theory is a tuple T = W, B, D , where W is a set of propositional sentences of a propositional language L and B and D sets of ordered pairs of such sentences. An extension is a logically closed set of L sentences. ∆ is a function which returns for each BD theory a set of extensions. We write ∆(T ) for the set of all extensions of a BD theory T (there may be none, one or multiple extensions), and we write T h L (S) for all propositional consequences of the set of propositional formulas S. For representational convenience we write ∆(W, B, D) for ∆( W, B, D ), and we write T h L (α) for T h L ({α}).
Using definition 1, the example of Figure 3 can be represented by a BD theory
Note that this definition allows us to use any pairs of propositional formulas, which means that we consider a more general setting than in the examples thus far.
Realisms concerns the rational balance in case of conflict. Therefore we first define what a conflict is. Conflicting theories lead to an inconsistent extension if rules are applied.
5 5 An alternative stronger definition is that T is a conflict if the following is inconsistent:
Definition 8 (Conflict) Let T = W, B, D be a BD theory. T contains a conflict iff there is no consistent set E of L sentences such that:
One way to proceed is to define for each BD theory when a desire is realistic and when it is unrealistic. A drawback of this approach is that it has to commit to a logic of rules for the belief and desire rules. We therefore follow another aprroach, which may be called comparative. The basic pattern is as follows. If a realistic function ∆ returns for a BD theory T a set of extensions S, then we can deduce that it does not return for other BD theories T extensions S . The latter extensions S would be unrealistic, i.e., based on unrealistic desires.
The realism properties are defined in terms of sets of belief and desire rules. However, BD theories are not mapped on a set of belief and desire rules, but on extensions generated by such rules. We therefore have to associate with each extension a set of belief and desire rules. The following definition associates an extension with the set of rules which are applied in it (sometimes called its generating set [30] ).
Definition 9 (Applied rules) Let T = W, B, D be a BD theory and let the set E be one of its extensions. The set of applied belief rules in extension
E is R B (T, E) = {α B → w ∈ B | α ∧ w ∈ E},
and the set of applied desire rules is
The intuition behind a priori realism in Definition 10 is as follows. Consider a BD theory ( W, B, D ) and an extension of this BD theory (E) in which at least one desire has been applied. We call this the a posteriori state. We want to ensure that these applied desires result in realistic extensions. We therefore consider the state in which this rule has not been applied (BD theory W, B, D with extension E ). We call this state the a priori state. We now say that the desire rule is realistic if the set of applied belief rules in the a priori state is a subset of the set of applied belief rules in the a posteriori state. This implies that the removal of realistic desires from the BD theory can only decrease the extension, not increase it or remove it. In the remainder of this section we illustrate a priori realism by some examples.
Which definition of conflict is used depends on the underlying logic of rules, see, e.g., [25] for some possibilities. For the definitions of realism in this paper the exact definition of conflict is not important. 6 An alternative closely related definition of a priori realism is as follows. For each E ∈ ∆(W, B, D) and D ⊆ R D ( W, B, D , E) there is an E ∈ ∆(W, B, D ) such that E ⊆ E. A simple instance of this property, which we may call 'restricted a priori realism,' is the case where D is the empty set. This property says that every BD extension extends a B extension. For each E ∈ ∆(W, B, D) there is an E ∈ ∆(W, B, ∅) such that E ⊆ E. 
Due to a priori realism we have for each element E of ∆(T ) that Property 10 we have that the desire for ¬p is unrealistic.
→ q}, and conseqeuntly E has to contain T h L (p∧q). ∆(T ) thus cannot contain for example T h L (q ∧ ¬p). In other words, according to
Case b. Let T = ∅, { B → p, q B → ¬p}, { D → q} and T = ∅, { B → p, q B → ¬p}, ∅ .
T contains a conflict, because any set E as defined in Definition 8 contains p as well as
In other words, according to Property 10 we have that ¬p is unrealistic. Note that there is not a desire for ¬p, but that ¬p would be a believed consequence of a desire (for q). However, it does not imply that the desire for q is unrealistic. 
Case c. Let
→ p} , and
(verification left to the reader).
Further research
There are several consequences of Theorem 2 for further logical investigations.
First, the declarative functionality descriptions can be compared to other logical formalisms. For example, out + 3 is the logic of Reiter's normal default logic without constraints, and out + 4 is material implication (and thus satisfies cut elimination, in the sense that it is equivalent to out + 2 ) [25] . Moreover, some lemmas shown for the mapping α now correspond to well-known logical properties. For example, the fact that α is monotonic if it is conservative and self-bounded, now corresponds to the fact that Id and TRANS imply SI (in the context of WO), proven as follows.
TRANS Second, the declarative functionality descriptions can be compared to other possible mappings. A possible extension is to allow for defeasible inference. Systems without SI have been studied in conditional logic [23] and more recently by [21] : Id+CT is cumulative inference, Id+CT+OR is preferential inference.
Third, with the partition of the signature, we can use weaker logical systems to obtain the same output. We do not need the Id rule if the input and output variables do not overlap, i.e., we can use out 3 and out 4 instead of out 4 . Moreover, if we also do not have intermediate variables then we can drop CT, i.e., we can use out 1 and out 2 . This shows the use of all these different systems: The more complex combination of variables is allowed, the more extended proof system (input/output logic) is required.
Fourth, another issue of relevance for complex compositional systems is their computational complexity. Note, for instance, that an extended set of proof rules does not necessarily mean increased computational complexity (e.g., out 2 and out 3 are probably computationally more complex than out 1 or out + 4 ). Again the logical characterization may be of use, because complexity results may already be known or such results are easier to obtain in a standard logic setting (thus far no complexity results on input/output logics are known, but results are known on instances like Reiter's normal default logic).
Moreover, in this paper we have just made a start with the formal analysis of the coordination of cognitive components. There are many issues to be studied.
Related research
In agent technology, the relation between architectures and formal logic is a topic of frequent discussion. The most discussed example is the relation between Georgeff and Rao's BDI architectures [19, 28, 29] and their BDI logic [27] . Typical questions are 'how to use formal languages in the design of such architectures?', 'what is the relation between the architecture and its logic?', and more generally, 'how to exploit computational logic for multi agent systems?' There are at least two fundamentally different uses of logics for agents. Languages for analysis, requirement specification and verification enable reasoning about agents, and knowledge specification languages are used within agent architecture to represent agent's mental attitudes. Despite this clear distinction in the uses of agent logics, there is no such clear distinction in the agent logics themselves, because some logics can be used as specification as well as knowledge representation language. An example is the modal BDICTL logic [27, 31] -though it seems better fit for the former task.
In practical reasoning monadic modal logics were introduced to formalize various cognitive notions, most notably epistemic operators (knowledge and belief) and deontic operators (obligation and permission). However, the use of monadic modalities was soon seen as too restrictive. The area of epistemic logic transformed into the area of belief revision, in particular under the Alchourrón-Gärdenfors-Makinson paradigm [3] . The area of deontic logic studied an issue related to belief revision, which we may call obligation revision (though it is usually called contrary-to-duty reasoning [35] ). Von Wright [38] , Alchourrón [2, 1] and Makinson [24] started to look for general characterizations of the problems, and they concluded that modal logics with their focus on nested modalities did not touch the core of the problem, which was to be found in the notion of conditionality. Input/output logic, as used in this paper, is one of the logics developed in this new tradition. Moreover, several other dynamic approaches have been introduced lately in the area of logic, in particular in relation to language and philosophy, such as Veltman's update semantics [36] and van Benthem's work [34] on logical dynamics.
In general, previous theoretical research has often neglected to show possible implementations. Like [16, 11] , we not only provide a theoretical framework, but we also provide an architecture which includes a control procedure in the style of Rao and Georgeff's Procedural Reasoning System (PRS) [28, 19] . In particular, we provide a theoretical framework to specify agent's properties by extending the BDP formalism with prior intentions and obligations, and use BOID as a generic agent architecture to design and implement agents. In this section, we discuss three existing formalisms and explain how our formalism is related to them.
Deontic Action programs
Deontic action programs, introduced by Eiter et al. [17] , are sets of horn-type rules of the form L 1 , L 2 , . . . L n → A, where the L i are literals (possibly negated atoms), either of a Boolean form, or from the set P (α), F (α), O(α), W (α), Do(α), which stand for permission, prohibition, obligation, waiving, and performance of α, respectively. In the head A, negations and boolean combinations are not allowed. The 'semantics' of rules is defined in terms of status sets, which are application sets of the above operators to ground instances of actions α. The status sets correspond to what we call 'extensions'. Eiter et al. discuss many different choices for calculating with action programs, resulting in many different types of status sets. They propose closure of status sets S under the deontic rules:
if O(α) ∈ S then Do(α) ∈ S if Do(α) ∈ S then P (α) ∈ S Furthermore, status sets have to obey consistency constraints:
if O(α) ∈ S then W (α) ∈ S if P (α) ∈ S then F (α) ∈ S if P (α) ∈ S then P os(α) (a rule ensuring that α is only permitted if its precondition is satisfied) Status sets closed under the program rules, the above deontic rules, obeying the consistency constraints and other, independently specified constraints, are called 'feasible status sets'. But feasible status sets lack a criterion of minimality: there may be unsupported elements. This leads to the concepts of 'groundedness' and 'rational status set'. The class of rational status sets is a subset of the class of feasible status sets. The criterion that it should not be possible to use rules contrapositively leads to the concept of 'reasonable status set', the class of reasonable status sets being a subset of the class of rational status sets.
Deontic action programs and BOID theories have several aspects in common. Both formalizations are rule-based, encompass normative concepts (obligation), and do not allow for contrapositive rule application. But there are also many notable differences. A technical difference follows from the comparison with Reiter's default theories. BOID rules are like normal defaults: information in the heads of rules is allowed to occur negated and may give rise to conflicts, while negation symbols in the body are interpreted in the standard way. In the rules of action programs, negations in the heads are not allowed, while negation in the bodies is interpreted according to 'negation as failure'. Also, both approaches have different subject domains: BOID rules do not deal with permission, prohibition, waiving and executability, while action programs do not deal with beliefs, desires and intentions. From this difference in subject domain follows a difference in research questions. The central problem for BOID theories is conflict resolution. BOID aims at selecting actions for execution, given possibly conflicting information about informational, internal and external motivational attitudes. Action programs, on the other hand, aim at selecting actions for execution, given information about action and external motivational attitudes. Possible conflicts with internal or informational attitudes are not considered. In the action selection process, BOID always comes to an answer, while action programs may return the empty action.
From a deontic perspective, it is possible to raise some objections against the approach taken by Eiter et al.. A first observation is that status sets fail to establish the important deontic relation that in standard deontic logic (SDL [37] ) is expressed as O(φ) ↔ F (¬φ), and that in deontic action logics is expressed as O(α) ↔ F (∼ α) (see [10] ). In other words, this property says that 'obligation to do α' equals 'prohibition to do anything other than α'. If Eiter et al. want to be faithful to this deontic principle, they should consider incorporation of the rules: (1) if O(α) ∈ S then F (β) ∈ S for all actions β other than α, and (2) if F (β) ∈ S for all actions β other than α then O(α) ∈ S. Especially this second clause might be important, since it may lead to selection of actions for execution only from prohibitions for 'alternative' actions.
A more fundamental objection concerns the motivation for including deontic operators in action programs in the first place. The main reason for viewing deontic notions as useful for modeling behavior, is their capacity to specify violations [39] . In the use Eiter et al. make of deontic operators, such violations do not occur. The central elements of status sets are the elements Do(α), that determine the action that is undertaken. The other deontic elements of status sets have no independent operational mean-ing in themselves and are only important in the sense that they impose restrictions on occurrences of elements Do(α). This means that no violations of deontic constraints are considered: status sets always obey all specified norms. The authors notice this weakness themselves and suggest that it can be remedied by allowing and deciding internal conflicts among obligations and by the introduction of violation costs. But this does not solve the problem how to specify the way an agent is supposed to behave when a certain norm violation has occured (see [10] ).
BDI Approach
The BDI approach [19, 28, 29, 27 ] is one of the most popular approaches to capturing the rational balance between mental attitudes of cognitive agents. In the BDI framework, beliefs, desires and intentions are considered as independent modalities formalized by separate modal operators. The specific relationships among these modalities are given by two types of constraints called static and dynamic constraints. The static constraints are formalized by special axioms which, for example, ensure stable decision making behavior. The dynamic constraints, known as commitment strategies capture the dynamic of mental attitudes, i.e. the ways in which the (relations between) attitudes change over time. An important commitment strategy concerns the perseverance with which an agent maintains its goals. In Rao and Georgeff's formalism Int a (A3α) describes the pursuit of a goal: agent a intends to eventually achieve α, no matter how the future evolves. The condition that a proposition α will eventually come true is expressed by 3α, while A is to be read as "for all possible courses of future events". The question here is how long an agent should maintain Int a (A3α). It seems to be reasonable for an agent to maintain a goal α as long as the agent believes that α is attainable. This is exactly what Bel a (α) denotes. The agent should then give up to maintain a goal as soon as the agent believes that α is not attainable anymore. This condition can be expressed with the help of the E operator, which reads "for at least one possible course of events." This condition is translated into ¬Bel a (E3α). The until operator U then allows us to formulate an axiom of change:
This is what Rao and Georgeff call 'single-minded commitment'. Other commitment strategies are defined in a similar way. Commitment strategies of this type are used to characterize different types of agents.
Like BDI, BOID aims at a formalization of the rational balance between mental attitudes of agents. However, the BOID formalism extends the mental attitudes of BDI with obligations. The gap between BOID architectures and their underlying logics is much smaller than the large gap between modal BDI logics and their architectures. This gap is due to the fact that the BDI formalism is developed to specify agent behavior while the BOID formalism is developed to design agents. Input/output logic can employ the BOID formalism to specify agent behavior in a straightforward way. In fact, in this paper we have shown how input/output logic can be used to specify the behavior of individual components.
Finally, in modal logics nested modalities can be represented, such as: 'You are obliged not to desire to smoke.' This cannot be represented in input/output logics or in Reiter's default logic. However, we can replace the propositional base language of input/output logics by a modal language containing B/O/I/D modalities. Now rules may be added such that the desired extensions can be derived which can be used as goals in the BOID architecture [13] .
BDP Approach
A rather different formalism to specify the behavior of cognitive agents is known as the Beliefs, Desire, and Planning (BDP) formalism proposed by Thomason [32] . BDP is designed to integrate reasoning about beliefs and desires with planning. The basic idea is to extend the planning formalisms with goals that are not given but derived from agent's beliefs and desires. Thomason first discusses the BD formalism without planning and only thereafter BDP, such that in the first part he can focus on the interaction between beliefs and desires.
The BDP formalism is based on Reiter's default logic [30] . The basic idea is to model beliefs and desires both as • Conflicts between a belief and a desire leads to overriding of desire by belief to block wishful thinking.
• Other conflicts like between two desires lead to multiple extensions.
BDP is partly inspired by computational BDI systems, but there are important differences. First, in BDI logics decisions are restrained by previous intentions. Second, whereas BDI logics only formalize unconditional beliefs and desires, BDP also formalizes conditional ones. Third, whereas BDI logics are based on modal logic, BD logic (sub-formalism of the BDP logic) is based on Reiter's normal default logic.
The BOID formalism extends the BDP with Obligations and Intentions. In particular, the BDP formalism is based on conflict resolution for conditional beliefs and desires which is extended in the BOID formalism with conditional obligations and desires borrowed from respectively deontic action programs [17] and BDI logic [12, 27] . However, in contrast to the BDP formalism, the BOID formalism does not account for planning though this is not a principle shortcoming. We believe that the computed and selected extension in the BOID formalism, which can be considered as a set of goals, should be mapped into a sequence of actions (i.e., a plan) through which the goals can be reached. The mapping from a set of goals to a plan can be accomplished by an additional planning component in the BOID architecture [13] .
Extending the BDP logic with obligations and intentions increases the number of possible conflicts dramatically. In both approaches conflict resolution is defined as selecting a subset of the conditionals that does not derive a contradiction. As different types of rules are formalized as normal Reiter defaults, this means that a Reiter extension should be selected. The fact that extensions are built represents that all the effects of the decisions are taken into account.
In order to design cognitive agents based on the BDP formalism, Thomason sketches an agent architecture [32] which is far from being used to design cognitive agents. For this reason, we have introduced the BOID architecture [8] which can be used to design cognitive agents based on an extension of the BDP formalism.
Concluding remarks
To scale up agent applications from toy examples to industrial applications, agent logics need to support compositional or component-based design, and include related tools like abstraction and refinement operators. In compositional architectures for reasoning systems or agents the functioning of the overall system is based on the functionality of the components, in addition to the composition relations by which they are glued together within the compositional architecture. Specification of a composition relation may involve, for example, the possibilities for information exchange among components and control.
In this paper we considered the compositional design of the cognitive BOID architecture. In a component-based BOID agent questions concerning the behavior of the whole agent or satisfaction of the overall agent's functionality, can be decomposed into questions for the case of a single primitive interactive reasoning component within the agent, and questions related to the agent's compositional structure. For the former type of questions the notion of declarative functionality description comes in the play. At the level of the composition as a whole, the (implementation) internal details of a component are irrelevant, as long as an adequate overall description of the component's behavior is available. Since functionality descriptions abstract from these internal details, this notion is well-suited for these purposes. As cognitive attitudes are represented by components, the cognitive attitudes have to represented by conditional structures -for which we used input/output logics. Thus, compositionality forced us to use a more complex logic to describe the behavior of components as well as the composition of components.
For the specification of individual components we have related functionalities of reasoning components to input/output logic [25, 26] , in the sense that it has been shown how the formalization of the functionality description of a reasoning component, introduced in [33] , can be mapped onto an input-output logic specification, and, moreover, how specific properties of such functionality descriptions correspond to specific proof rules in input-output logic. This introduces a structural relation among components within architectures of reasoning systems, as specified from a software engineering perspective (e.g., in a design language as DESIRE), to logic. It shows that input-output logics can be used as the basis of an adequate formalization of the semantics of a component in a compositional agent-based reasoning system.
Compositionality has not only some important advantages for design, but it also may be a crucial factor for formal analysis like verification. This is a topic for further research. Compositional verification extends the main advantages of compositionality for designing to:
A well-structured verification process. Both conceptually and computationally the complexity of the verification process can be handled by compositionality at different levels of abstraction. The verification problem is reduced to a number of much simpler verification problems, and the problem of defining the logical relation that compose properties of components together to properties of the whole system.
The reusability of proofs for properties of reused components. If a modified component satisfies the same properties as the previous one, then the proof of the properties at the higher levels of abstraction can be reused to show that the new system has the same properties as the original. This has high value for a library of reusable generic models and components. A library of reusable components and task models may consist of both specifications of the components and models, and their design rationale. As part of the design rationale, at least the properties of the components and their logical relations can be documented. For more details about compositional verification, see [18, 20, 15] .
